Maine Behavioral Healthcare deeply appreciates the generous contributions of our many donors during the 2023 fiscal year (October 1, 2022 through September 30, 2023). Because of their commitment and financial support, we are able to provide the people we serve with timely access to the best and most appropriate care available, and treat them with compassion, dignity and respect. We are delighted to acknowledge the following donors for their philanthropic generosity.

**Gifts of $25,000 or More**

Mr. and Mrs. E. Robert Schaeffer

**Gifts of $10,000 – $24,999**

Cheryl and Joseph Boulou
The Anne Randolph Henry
Charitable Foundation
Fidelity Charitable
Judith and Leonard Lauder
Kathleen and Jay Lowery
Pond Family Foundation
Schwab Charitable
Wescustogo Foundation

**Gifts of $5,000 – $9,999**

Nick and Jessie Alberding
Donna and David Banks
Benchmark Construction
Sean and Jana Burke
CWF Fund of the Maine
Community Foundation
Kelly Elkins
Genoa Healthcare
Jerome and Tami Goldsmith
John T. Gorman Foundation
The Honorable and
Mrs. Alfred Hoffman
Irene and Paule Kapothanasis
Town of Kennebunkport
Leeber Family Charitable
Foundation
Pink Granite Fund at Maine
Community Foundation
McGoldrick Family Fund
Andy Mueller, MD
Prompto Inc.
Catherine and Samuel Rush
Ann H. Symington Foundation
Karen & Stuart Watson
WPOR-AM/FM

**Gifts of $2,500 – $4,999**

Baker Newman Noyes
Bank of America Charitable
Foundation
Paul Banks and
James Theofilos
Nancy and Michael Beebe
Katherine and Michael Coster
Consumer Council System
of Maine
Judith and Morris Fisher
Marion Freeman and
Corson Ellis
William and Alexandra Fuller
Marlene Hess and Jim Zirin

Honeycomb Family Fund
Nancy and Samuel Ladd, III
Norton Lamb Jr.
Mr. Christopher S. Lento
Annie Levine
Wendi and Timothy O’Donovan
The Rapkin Stiles Family
Charitable Fund
Jason Rosenberg
Marguerite and William Ryan
Saco and Biddeford Savings
Charitable Foundation
The Honorable Olympia Snowe
and The Honorable John R.
McKernan
Michael and Erin Soucy
Ralph Struzziere
University of New England
Whole Kids Foundation
Timothy and Elizabeth
Williams

Anonymous (2)
Dr. Frederick and
Jennifer Aronson
Brian and Kelly Barton
Greg Boulou and
Nela Alvarez-Sotomayor
Janet and Phil Bruen
Karl Buckley
Sue and Bill Caron
David A. Cimino
Coastal, Inc.
Consumer Council System
of Maine
Anne Dalton
Lee and Michael D’Artillo
Joanne and Joseph deKay, D.O.
Dona Donaghy
Dr. Linda and Steven Durst
Fleur De Lis
Candace and Jim Fox
Bob and Linda Fuller
G&E Roofing Co., Inc.
Gilbert Family Trust
Tracy and Timothy Hawkins
Troy P. Henninger and
Cornell L. Stinson
Anne and Michael Jones, M.D.
Carol and Saul Katz, M.D.
Sandra and Dennis King
Kerstin Kirchner
Mary Jane and Jeffrey Krebs
The Lunder Foundation
Johnny and Susie Marshall
Jill and Christopher Metcalf
Brent and Kristen Noyes FNP
Richard J. Olsen
Jane and Richard Petersen
Erika and Kyle Pond
Lauren and Lou Primmer
Mrs. Larry Pugh
Karen Simone, PharmaD
Renaissance Charitable
Foundation
William and Valerie Bowles
Susan and Joseph Spagnola
Ann Spaulding
Sprague Memorial Foundation
Steven P. Stout, M.D.
Stroudwater Construction
The Tarraza Family
Matthew Tonello
Lucy and Dan Tucker
Annie and Owen Wells
WEX
Constance Williams
James P. Wolak, M.D. and
Jennifer Bragg
Amy Woodhouse and
Tooby Scott
Craig and Sue Ann Wright
The Peter Jaffe Yomans
Foundation

Anonymous (6)
Gretchen Boulou and
Robert Carter
Jon Boyd
Mrs. Margaret Boyden
Linda and Andrew Brener
Patty Campanile
Laurie Cavanaugh
Eric and Peggy Cianchette
Betty and Santo Cianchette
Fidbirca and Thomas Siminos
Anne Cloutier
Ann B. Deering
Beth Dube, NP
Kelli and Michael Dubose
Laura Duffy
EACH: Environments for
Healthcare
Enterprise Bank &Trust Co.
Fiddlehead School
Patricia Fortunato
Cate Sprague Gilbane
Barbee Gilbert
Tammy and Daniel Greenstein
Laurence Gross and
Barbara Colby
Maria and Paul Hadijyan
Chip and Katie F. Harris

Drs. Nancy Hasenfus and
Robert Anderson
Judith Hearst
Amanda and Brad Hunter
David Lakari
Lee Lindeau and
Heather Shields
Christina Martin
Karen L. McDonald
Susan and Frank McGinty
Aileen Mickey, M.D.
Alain and Kathleen Montegut
Lynette Moser
Merle and Leonard Nelson
Kevin O’Donovan
Anne and Vincent Oliviero
Robyn Ostrander, M.D.
Mary and Jonathan Piper
Beverly S. Pond
Town of Porter
Melissa and Matthew Rubel
Jeffery and Monica Sanders
Susan Schraft and Richard Berne
Sensata Technologies
Dr. Emily and Matthew Siegel
Rose Splint
Betsey Timm
David and Barbara Tuturez
Woodard & Curran

**Gifts of $250 – $499**

Alan and Anthony Bean Burpee
Stephanie Boulou
Kimberly Croke
Grande United Way
Nicole Hart
Omar Hasan, M.D., MPH
Mrs. Cheryl Libby
Maine Contract Flooring
Rushisha Mehta
Mary and Kenneth Nelson
Melissa Rackoff
Darlene Ray and
Charles Fairbrother
Mary Ann Rodrique
Cheryl Lee Rust
Shipyard Brewing Co.
Lauren Sterling and
William Adams
Susan I. Stover
Target
Ernst Ter Haar
John C. Thompson
Gus Vratsinas and
Christina Martin
David Wake
Donna Watson
Wendi Westervelt
Gifts of $100 – $249
Anonymous (5)
Dr. David and Rev. Dr. Frances Bagdasarian
Michael D. Banks
Alan and Anthony Bean Burcher
Kyle Beaudoin
Thomas and Lisa Beeckel
Erin Belfort, M.D.
Jacqueline AC Belknap*‡
Melissa Bernard
Aimee and Mark Bessire
Helen and Benjamin Black
Stephanie and Christopher Bowe, M.D.
Elaine and William Brownell
Jeanne Cardwell
Sarah Carter‡
Dr. Richard Chandler
Allison E. Cole
Maryellen and Julian Coles
Alicia Collins
Dr. Sorca Conroy–Sherman and John Sherman
Katy Corrado
Madeline G. Corson
Richard Couture and Polly LaVasseur
Nancy E. McCarthy
Glenn A. Cummings
Jane Daines
D’Artilio Family
David Drake
Mrs. Jane E. Eberle
Mrs. Bonnie Ekelund
Courtney Farell
Mrs. Bonnie Ekelund
LaVasseur Nancy E.
Dr. David and Rev. Dr. LaVasseur Nancy E.
Anonymous (5)
Haley’s Metal Shop, Inc.
Layne Harris
Andrew Hinkens, M.D.
Thomas Hinkle
Michele Johns and Nicholas Desiderio
Christopher Jones‡
Ellen Klein
Koleman Kroesser
Dr. Costas and Patricia Lambrew
Gregory Lancou and Tracy Skillin–Lanou
Mrs. Nancy Martin
Martha and James McCarthy
Nancy and Kevin McCarthy
James McCormack
Becky McHugh
Laura McHugh
Mrs. Ashleigh McKown
Elizabeth McLellan
Ateeq Mianotraa
Chandra Mella
William C. Messner
Rick and Deby Molander
Mara Moorhead
Mary Jean Mork
Dr. Frank and Dana Musciano
Beth Nadea
Nappi Distributors
Ada and Donald Olins
Robert Olney
Dr. Harold Osher
Lisa and Bart Pacillo
Gerrie Pallang
Becky and Jack Piper
Portland Museum of Art
Timothy Powell
Dr. Jane and James Pringle
Elizabeth and Michael Quinlan
Dr. Leora A. Rabin, M.D.,*‡
David Rice
Beth Ritchie
Pat and Jerry Robinson, M.D.
Mrs. Virginia Robinson
Susan and Jeffrey Safer, M.D.
Kathy and Bruce Sahrbeck
Nancy and Jerry Senger
Sonal Shah
Dr. Jeri K. Sidet‡
Elizabeth Sides
Aynsley Spencer
May and Donald St.
Germain
Kay and Karl Szé
Creighton Taylor and John Flimefeet
Barbara and Robert Taylor
Louise K. Thomas
Janet and Allen Thompson
Craig Thompson
Sighita and Zygmunt Tomczuk
Linda Travis
Tristan Tucker
Francis and Alice Wang
Kathryn Ward
Helen Watson
Westbrook Women’s Club
Rachel Ziminiska
Elizabeth Zuckerman

Gifts of $0 – $99
Aruthur A. Aleshire
Anonymous
Wendalanne Augunas
Marvin Baden
Michael Baker
Kathryn Banks
Mrs. James Barash
Susan Batson
Gladys Benshimol
Drs. Francine and Stephen Blattner
Regina Booth
Peter Bowman
Carol Boyd
Leslie and John Carter
William D. Chen and Michelle Ritz
Danielle Cline
Clayk to Give
Emile Cole
Joe Connors
Benjamin Crocker, M.D.
Bridge L. Croman
Christine Dalzelle
Sarah Day
Susan Degrossieillers
Marlene Elliott
Brenda Erskine-Phillips
Thomas Fahlberg
Deborah and Sanford Fogh
Kenneth Gaspar
Timothy and Marcy Gleason
Katherine Griffen
Jessi Handcock
Carol Harris
Erin Higgins
Carolyn B. Hollowell
Alexandria Huber,
LMSWcc
Ira H. Hymoff
Lucas Ives
Sara Jacobson
Jaime Jamieson
Dana Johnson
Kevin Lacroix
Jessica M. Lalamiere
Mary A. Lalumiere
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Lebovitz
Ryan LeFebvre
Katie and Eric Leinwand
Elaine and David Lewis
Giovanna Lockhart
Rebecca Lubens
Helen and John Luce
Elizabeth and Allen Martin
Matinicus Isle Plantation
Elizabeth B. McCarthy
Sheriff Joel Merry
Katie Mosley
Nicole Nalchanjian
Joanne R. Nappi
Linda and Bob Nickerson
Mary Ann Rodrigue
Lisa and Bart Pacillo
Beverly S. Pond
Lauren and Lou Primmer
Elizabeth and Michael Quinlan
Melissa Rackoff
Nancy Rallis
Beth Ritchie
Mrs. Meredith Roberts
Mary Ann Rodrigue
Cheryl Lee Rust
Susan and Jeffery Saffer,
M.D.
Nancy and Jerry Senger
Sensata Technologies
Sonal Shah
Dr. Jeri K. Sides
Aynsley Spencer
Ernst Ter Haar
Craig Thompson
Janet and Allen Thompson
John C. Thompson
Patricia Townsend
UKG Inc.

Understanding Our Differences‡
Gus Vratsinas and
Christina Martin
Francis and Alice Wang
Constance Williams

In Honor of Nancy Pond
Erika and Kyle Pond
Louise K. Thomas

In Memory of Graham Shallow
Linda Travis

In Memory of Laura Simone
Karen Simone, PharmaD

We greatly appreciate each gift given in support of Maine Behavioral Healthcare, and we have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this listing. We regret any errors or omissions. Should you identify inaccurate information, please contact Cornell L. Stinson, Director of Development at cornell.stinson@mainehealth.org or at 207-661-6667.
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